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ABSTRACT: Multicomponent supramolecular polymers are
a versatile platform to prepare functional architectures, but a
few studies have been devoted to investigate their noncovalent
synthesis. Here, we study supramolecular copolymerizations
by examining the mechanism and time scales associated with
the incorporation of new monomers in benzene-1,3,5tricarboxamide (BTA)-based supramolecular polymers. The
BTA molecules in this study all contain three tetra(ethylene
glycol) chains at the periphery for water solubility but diﬀer in
their alkyl chains that feature either 10, 12 or 13 methylene
units. C10BTA does not form ordered supramolecular
assemblies, whereas C12BTA and C13BTA both form high
aspect ratio supramolecular polymers. First, we illustrate that C10BTA can mix into the supramolecular polymers based on either
C12BTA or C13BTA by comparing the temperature response of the equilibrated mixtures to the temperature response of the
individual components in water. Subsequently, we mix C10BTA with the polymers and follow the copolymerization over time
with UV spectroscopy and hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrometry experiments. Interestingly, the time scales
obtained in both experiments reveal signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the rates of copolymerization. Coarse-grained simulations are used
to study the incorporation pathway and kinetics of the C10BTA monomers into the diﬀerent polymers. The results demonstrate
that the kinetic stability of the host supramolecular polymer controls the rate at which new monomers can enter the existing
supramolecular polymers.

■

INTRODUCTION
Supramolecular polymers are ideal candidates for the development of functional architectures because their dynamic nature
provides access to a versatile set of copolymers by the mixing
of diﬀerent building blocks. The combination of diﬀerent
monomers can result in multicomponent supramolecular
polymers with properties that are diﬃcult to attain with
single-component systems. For example, supramolecular
copolymers in water have already been successfully prepared
for the introduction of bioactivity,1−5 to enable drug
delivery,6,7 and for imaging.8,9 Moreover, this modular
approach has also been used to acquire a fundamental
understanding of the dynamics of aqueous supramolecular
polymers.1,10−13 Since the majority of these polymers are able
to form hydrogels, supramolecular multicomponent materials
with unique thermal,14 electronic,15 and mechanical properties
are emerging.16,17
Essential for the further development of supramolecular
copolymers in water is an increased understanding of the
features that govern their assembly kinetics.18 This requires a
combination of time-resolved measurements and systematic
© 2019 American Chemical Society

changes of the building blocks. Although small changes in the
molecular structure are already expanding the control over
assembly pathways in organic solvents,19−21 the translation to
an aqueous environment is notoriously challenging. First, when
changing the hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance, the compounds may become either too soluble (no aggregation) or
too insoluble and precipitate. Second, small changes in the
molecular structure often lead to large morphological changes
of the supramolecular aggregates.22−24 These subtleties are also
reﬂected in the assembly of supramolecular copolymers in
water because often this requires thoughtful solution
processing methodologies.25−27 Most probably, due to these
challenges, the principles that determine the kinetics of
supramolecular copolymerization in water are so far elusive.
Currently, only a few laboratories have studied the kinetics
of supramolecular copolymerization of small molecules in
water.25,27,28 For example, the Würthner group has examined
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of C10BTA, C12BTA, and C13BTA.

the alkyl chains increases (Figure 2, gray lines). Curiously, for
the polymers formed from C12BTA and C13BTA, a second

the copolymerization of two amphiphilic perylene diimide dyes
into an (AmBB)n structure using 1H NMR spectroscopy.25 The
copolymerization was initiated by adding water to the
dissolved monomers in tetrahydrofuran. Besenius and coworkers investigated the kinetics of copolymerization into
(AB)n-type polymers using dendritic anionic and cationic
peptide monomers.28 The monomers assembled based on
electrostatic interactions, and the resulting structures have
additionally been investigated using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations.29 Recent developments in kinetic models and
coarse-grained (CG) molecular simulations now enable
theoretical studies on the time development of supramolecular
copolymers.30,31 For example, high-resolution (<5 Å) CG
simulations allowed us to observe that monomers can diﬀuse
along the surface of supramolecular polymers without
detaching from the polymer.32,33
Our group has recently prepared supramolecular copolymers
based on amphiphilic benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA)
derivatives.34 We ﬁrst discovered that small changes in the
length of the alkyl chains, that form the hydrophobic pocket,
can be used to tune the stability of homopolymers.35,36
Subsequently, we mixed two diﬀerent monomers that both
have alkyl chains composed of 12 methylene units but diﬀer in
their water-solubilizing groups by having either dendronized or
linear ethylene glycol chains at their peripheries.34 Several
copolymers were prepared by shortly heating two-component
mixtures that have the monomers present in diﬀerent ratios. It
was shown that the ratio of the monomers could be used to
tune the dynamic behavior of the equilibrated supramolecular
copolymers.
Here, we present our study on the time scales and
mechanism involved in the spontaneous and dynamic
formation of supramolecular copolymers using three watersoluble BTA derivatives (Figure 1). To this end, a monomer
that is not able to form supramolecular polymers by itself
(C10BTA) is added to polymers formed from either C12BTA or
C13BTA. Both experiments and simulations lead to the
conclusion that the stability of the host polymer determines
the rate at which new monomers are incorporated in the
supramolecular polymers.

Figure 2. Normalized optical density at 340 nm as a function of
temperature for the single-component aggregates, C10BTA (gray, dot,
Tcp = 30 °C), C12BTA (gray, dash, Tcp = 71 °C), and C13BTA (gray,
solid, Tcp = 80 °C), and the copolymers of C10BTA and C12BTA
(black) and C10BTA and C13BTA (blue). The cooling rate was 0.2
°C/min, the concentration was 50 μM, the path length of the quartz
cuvette used was 1 cm, and the measurements were performed
without stirring.

transition was observed that occurred at lower temperatures.
This transition was previously also observed in micellar
assemblies and deﬁned as the sub-LCST.38 A possible
explanation for this phenomenon is conformational rigidity
of the molecules that could be induced by hydrogen bonds.39
Indeed, with infrared spectroscopy performed at room
temperature, we observed that the polymers formed from
C12BTA and C13BTA are stabilized by hydrogen bonds,
whereas the aggregates formed from C10BTA are not (see
Supporting Information Figure S1).
To form dual-component aggregates containing C10BTA and
any one of the other BTAs, we simply combined equimolar
solutions of the individual aggregates and stored them for 24 h
at room temperature. Subsequently, the same turbidity
measurements were performed (Figure 2, colored lines) and
we compare the Tcp of the copolymers with those of the singlecomponent aggregates. The Tcp’s of the mixtures shifted to
61.5 °C (C10BTA−C12BTA) and 63 °C (C10BTA−C13BTA),
which are both in between the Tcp’s of the constituent
monomers. Although the cooling curves show the clearest
transitions, also the corresponding heating curves display
intermediate Tcp’s (see Supporting Information Figure S2).
These results indicate that (1) supramolecular copolymers can
be prepared simply by mixing of the solutions and waiting and
(2) that the C10BTAs are most likely randomly incorporated in
the supramolecular copolymers. Cryogenic transmission
electron microscopy (Cryo-TEM) experiments show the
existence of one-dimensional supramolecular polymers with a
high aspect ratio, indicating that the morphology did not
change after mixing (see Supporting Information Figure S3).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a reference, we ﬁrst prepared single-component supramolecular aggregates from the monomers displayed in Figure 1
using a heating−cooling protocol (see Supporting Information). Turbidity measurements were then performed by
monitoring the optical density (O.D.) as a function of
temperature. The O.D. was measured at a wavelength at
which the BTAs do not absorb UV light (340 nm). We
observed a sharp decrease in the O.D. upon cooling, which is a
result of the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the
tetra(ethylene glycol) side chains.37 The cloud point temperature (Tcp) shifts to a higher temperature when the length of
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caused by the mixing process but they may be a consequence
of C10BTA monomers that initially interfere with the molecular
arrangement of the single-component polymers. However, no
detailed interpretation is available at this time.
To further examine the time development of the
copolymerizations, we developed a methodology that is
inspired by the well-established biochemical “pulse-labeling”
hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) technique.40 We
started the copolymerizations by mixing C10BTA with one of
the polymers. The solutions of the single components in H2O
were mixed at room temperature and at a 1:1 molar ratio. After
mixing, samples were taken at multiple time points and diluted
into D2O to allow hydrogen/deuterium exchange. These
samples were analyzed by electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (MS) 90 s after the dilution into D2O, to
evaluate the extent of deuteration of C10BTA. For a detailed
description of this methodology, we refer to the Supporting
Information.
In the solutions that contain only C10BTA, we observed that
the dilution of C10BTA in D2O immediately causes full
deuteration of both the alcohols and the amides (C10BTA6D).36 However, in mixtures with C12BTA or C13BTA, also
C10BTA-3D can be observed (see Supporting Information
Figure S6). The alcohols at the periphery of the monomers are
always in contact with water; hence, C10BTA-3D contains
three deuterated alcohols and the amides have not been
exchanged. This indicates that when a C10BTA monomer
enters a polymer the amides become buried in the hydrophobic environment of the polymers and may be engaged in
hydrogen bonding with other monomers.
We plotted the percentage of C10BTA-3D as a function of
the mixing time (Figure 4) and observed that the percentage of

The kinetics of the copolymerization, i.e., the rate at which
C10BTA will be incorporated in the polymers formed from
C12BTA and C13BTA upon mixing, was studied next. The
C10BTA absorbs UV light with a single absorption maximum at
207 nm, whereas the other BTAs have absorption maxima at
around 211 and 226 nm.35 The UV spectra of the equilibrated
mixtures resemble the UV spectra of the host polymers, rather
than displaying a superposition of the two components (see
Supporting Information Figure S4). Hence, the C10BTA
molecules that become incorporated in the polymers adopt a
molecular arrangement that is similar to that of the molecules
of the host polymer. We use the large diﬀerence between the
UV absorption of the C10BTA and the equilibrated copolymers
to monitor the kinetics of the copolymerization. The
measurements were performed at a wavelength of 229 nm,
and the BTAs were mixed at a 1:1 molar ratio with a stoppedﬂow setup. We observed that the UV absorption of the
mixtures increases over time when C10BTA monomers enter
the polymers (Figure 3). Within 15 min, the UV absorption of

Figure 3. Normalized UV absorption at 229 nm as a function of the
copolymerization time of C10BTA with C12BTA (black) and C13BTA
(blue). The insets show a zoom of the ﬁrst 2 min (left) and the ﬁrst
15 min (right). The lines are an average of three measurements and
the surrounding areas represent one standard deviation of uncertainty.
All measurements were performed at a concentration of 50 μM, at 20
°C, and using a 1 cm path length cuvette.

the copolymers of C10BTA and C12BTA reaches a plateau
(Figure 3, right inset), indicating that C10BTA is rapidly
accommodated within the molecular packing of the host
polymer. In sharp contrast, the copolymers of C10BTA and
C13BTA take 4 h to equilibrate. To allow a quantitative
comparison of the copolymerization kinetics, we ﬁtted the
kinetic UV absorption data with monoexponential growth
functions, starting from the minima in the UV absorbance (see
Supporting Information). The time to reach 50% of the UV
absorbance value that corresponds to the equilibrium situation
(t50) was calculated to be 1.4 ± 0.6 min for C10BTA and
C12BTA and 29.2 ± 10.7 min for C10BTA and C13BTA.
Previously, polymers formed from C13BTA were observed to
exhibit slower monomer exchange dynamics as compared to
those formed from C12BTA,36 indicating that a higher stability
of the host polymer retards the formation of a dual-component
polymer.
The use of the stopped-ﬂow setup allowed us to detect also
interesting kinetic phenomena that occurred within the ﬁrst
minutes after mixing. Peculiarly, during the initial seconds
(C12BTA) and minutes (C13BTA), the UV absorption of the
mixtures decreased (Figure 3, left inset). Since these eﬀects
were not observed when mixing BTA solutions of the same
kind (see Supporting Information Figure S5), they are not

Figure 4. Percentage of C10BTA-3D as a function of the mixing time
(the time points at which aliquots were diluted into D2O), when
mixed at t = 0 min with polymers formed from C12BTA (black) and
C13BTA (blue). The data points are the average of three separate
measurements and the error bars represent one standard deviation of
uncertainty. The solid lines are the ﬁtted exponential growth
functions. The dashed line is the average percentage of C10BTA-3D
obtained after 26 h of copolymerization with C12BTA. All experiments
were performed at room temperature (∼20 °C) and at a
concentration of 50 μM.

C10BTA-3D in polymers formed from C12BTA increases faster
as compared to those formed from C13BTA. The concomitant
decrease in the percentage of C10BTA-6D shows a similar
trend and decreases faster in the presence of C12BTA as
compared to C13BTA (see Supporting Information Figure S7).
This indicates that the incorporation of C10BTA in polymers
formed from C12BTA occurs more rapidly as compared to
those formed from C13BTA. To compare the time scales of the
diﬀerent copolymerizations quantitatively, we ﬁtted the data
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Figure 5. Mean time-to-hotspot for a C10BTA monomer on C12BTA and C13BTA polymers obtained by CG-MD simulations. (A, B) Data from
one representative CG-MD run: (A) solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and (B) coordination to hotspot of the C10BTA monomer during the
process of adsorption−diﬀusion−incorporation in a C12BTA (black) and a C13BTA polymer (blue). (C) Average times to coordinate with a
hotspot, calculated using 10 CG-MD runs with the error bars indicating the standard error of the mean.

Especially during the ﬁrst minutes, the HDX behavior of
C12BTA and C13BTA was altered (see Supporting Information
Figure S8). Consistent with recent results,34 also the
equilibrated copolymers show an altered dynamic behavior as
compared to the single-component polymers (see Supporting
Information Figure S9).
Molecular models were built to rationalize the eﬀects
observed in the experiments and to investigate the mechanism
of copolymerization at the level of single monomers. A single
C10BTA monomer was added to the simulation box containing
either a supramolecular polymer formed from C12BTA or
C13BTA (see Supporting Information for details). Consistent
with previous observations,32 the mechanism of incorporation
of the C10BTA monomer in the polymers occurs in three steps:
(i) C10BTA monomer adsorption on the polymer, (ii)
monomer diﬀusion on the polymer surface, and (iii)
incorporation in the stack of cores (see Supporting Information Figure S10). The latter phase occurs every time the
C10BTA monomer ﬁnds a hotspot, i.e., a discontinuity point
along the core stack where the diﬀusing monomer can engage
with other monomers via core−core stacking and hydrogen
bonding.
We ran 10 simulations for both C12BTA and C13BTA to
obtain meaningful statistical results. Figure 5A,B reports the
results for one representative CG-MD run. The solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) of the C10BTA monomer
(Figure 5A) is maximal in the beginning when the monomer is
free in solution. Within a few nanoseconds, the SASA quickly
drops when the monomer adsorbs on the polymer surface
(step (i)). The initial adsorption of a C10BTA monomer on
both polymers is of little interest herein because this is due to
how fast a C10BTA monomer diﬀuses in the medium; in this
comparison, the C10BTA adsorbing monomer and the solvent
(water) are the same (Figure 5A: the initial drop in SASA is
the same in both systems). The SASA remains approximately
constant during the remaining 2 μs simulation time (steps (ii)
+ (iii)). Even in step (iii), the SASA does not change; when

with exponential growth functions. Using a statistical F-test, we
found that the copolymerization with C13BTA can be
described with a single exponent, whereas the copolymerization with C12BTA required two exponentials (see Supporting
Information). This diﬀerence is due to the faster copolymerization with C12BTA in the ﬁrst minutes. From the ﬁtting
results, we calculated the time required to reach 50% of the
maximum percentage of C10BTA-3D (t50) and found 2.9 ± 0.2
min for the mixtures with C12BTA and 12.7 ± 0.7 min for the
copolymerization with C13BTA. Hence, also in these HDX
measurements, the copolymerization of C10BTA with C13BTA
is signiﬁcantly slower as compared to the copolymerization
with C12BTA. The diﬀerence in the time scales is, however,
smaller with HDX-MS as compared to that with the UV
measurements. One explanation could be that the internal
order of the copolymers that is probed with UV absorption is
more sensitive to the formation of hydrogen bonds within the
copolymers. Whereas the UV measurements assess the
incorporation of monomers in the stack (i.e., the incorporation
in the hydrogen-bonding network), the HDX-MS experiments
measure the accessibility of the solvent to the amides of the
monomers. These measurements are thus more generally
related to the penetration of a monomer into the hydrophobic
pocket of the host polymer. Nonetheless, even accounting for
the diﬀerences in the two types of experiments, the results can
be interpreted similarly; the incorporation of C10BTA in a
polymer of C12BTA is faster than in a polymer of C13BTA.
The dashed line in Figure 4 is the maximum percentage of
C10BTA-3D protected from immediate full deuteration by
C12BTA, which was measured after 26 h of copolymerization.
The number of C10BTA molecules incorporated in the
polymers plateaus after a certain mixing time, indicating that
there are physical limits for the incorporation of (slightly
diﬀerent) guest monomers into the host supramolecular
polymers. Similar as during the UV absorption experiments,
we have observed a reciprocal inﬂuence of the incorporation of
C10BTA on the dynamic behavior of the other monomers.
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the diﬀusing C10BTA monomer reaches a hotspot, it simply
stops moving on the polymer surface and becomes involved
in hydrogen bonding (see Supporting Information Figure
S11). In contrast, in step (iii), the core−core coordination of
the C10BTA monomer changes upon stacking onto a hotspot.
This value is zero when the monomer is still diﬀusing on the
surface and increases to one when the monomer stacks onto a
hotspot and engages in hydrogen bonding (Figure 5B). The
coordination increases quickly when a C10BTA monomer is
added to a polymer formed from C12BTA. On average, within
200 ns of CG-MD, the monomer adsorbs on the polymer and
stacks onto a hotspot (Figure 5B, black line). Interestingly, the
C10BTA monomer that is adsorbed on the polymer formed
from C13BTA diﬀused on the surface of the polymer for over
1.2 μs of CG-MD, before reaching and stacking onto a hotspot
(Figure 5B, blue line).
Although the estimated time scales are obtained from a
simpliﬁed CG model and cannot be directly compared with the
experimental ones, these are very useful to compare between
the two systems. The characteristic times to the hotspot,
during which the C10BTA monomer diﬀuses along the
polymers, were calculated and were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from one another (Figure 5C). We found that the C10BTA
diﬀusion and incorporation takes on average 1−1.5 orders of
magnitude longer in C13BTA as compared to C12BTA. It is
important to note that based on our computational setup the
time necessary to complete the process is not much inﬂuenced
by the initial position of the C10BTA monomer when it
adsorbs on the polymer surface from the solution. The
dissimilarity is mainly due to the diﬀerent diﬀusivity of the
C10BTA monomer on the surfaces of the C12BTA or C13BTA
polymer. Hence, the surface of these polymers can be thought
of as a medium with a certain degree of ﬂuidity, where the
diﬀusion is dependent on the dynamics of the surface. The
relative diﬀerence in the rate of monomer incorporation is also
in perfect agreement with the UV absorption measurements
(that are sensitive to the formation of hydrogen bonds). Also,
in the UV absorption measurements, the copolymers of
C10BTA and C12BTA were found to equilibrate a factor of 16
faster as compared to copolymers formed from C10BTA and
C13BTA (Figure 3). As expected, the coordination of the
C10BTA monomer is correlated to the number of hydrogen
bonds it forms with the monomers of the host polymer (see
Supporting Information Figure S11).
To further validate these results, we performed welltempered metadynamics simulations to obtain the free energy
proﬁle of the stacking to hotspot transition (0−1 coordination).41,42 The blue line in Figure 6 shows that a C10BTA
monomer has to cross an energy barrier of ∼0.8 kcal/mol to
diﬀuse along the surface of a C 13BTA polymer and
subsequently reach an accessible hotspot (energy minimum
at stacking distance from the hotspot r/r0 = 1). The barrier is
much smaller for the pathway of the C10BTA monomer that is
diﬀusing along the surface of the C12BTA polymer (Figure 6,
black line), which implies that the diﬀusion of a C10BTA
monomer on the surface of the C12BTA polymer is easier. This
corroborates the evidence that the C13BTA surface is a
“slower” medium for C10BTA diﬀusion, as compared to the
surface of C12BTA.

Figure 6. Free energy proﬁle of a C10BTA monomer along its
pathway of incorporation into polymers formed from C12BTA (black)
and C13BTA (blue). At r/r0 = 1, C10BTA is stacked onto a hotspot
(i.e., incorporated in the host polymer). The error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean calculated over four free energy proﬁles
obtained from the metadynamics runs.

form have yet to be addressed. In this contribution, we have
reported the formation of supramolecular copolymers using a
series of BTAs with diﬀerences in the length of the alkyl chains.
Turbidity measurements indicated that supramolecular copolymers can be formed with new monomers being
incorporated in a random fashion. To study the rates at
which new monomers enter the diﬀerent host polymers, we
performed UV absorption measurements. These led us to
conclude that the stability of the host polymer determines the
rate at which new monomers can be incorporated in the
polymers. We used a novel HDX-MS method that was inspired
by the well-known pulse-labeling HDX technique to further
support this conclusion. The experimental results are
corroborated by CG-MD simulations. The C10BTA monomers
ﬁrst adsorb and then diﬀuse on the polymer surface before
becoming involved in hydrogen bonding. The diﬀusion phase
takes longer on the surface of a host polymer that is less
dynamic. In this approach, we have modeled the onedimensional supramolecular polymers as visualized by CryoTEM as a single-molecule stack. Currently, we are performing
detailed Cryo-TEM experiments for both copolymers and
homopolymers, and in some cases, these studies point toward
the existence of more complex nanostructures.
Future kinetic studies could systematically address the
inﬂuence of other properties of the host polymers on the
rates of copolymerization, for example, by involving aromatic,
charge-transfer, or electrostatic interactions.43−45 In addition,
valuable information may be obtained by studying the
susceptibility of polymers that are assembled using an
isodesmic or cooperative polymerization mechanism to
incorporate new monomers.46 We anticipate that this kinetic
experimental/computational approach will reveal more molecular structure to property relationships and thereby unlock the
full potential of supramolecular polymers toward functional
architectures and materials. Moreover, these insights into
synthetic assemblies in water will be helpful to better
understand the kinetics of the more complex natural
multicomponent assemblies.

■

CONCLUSIONS
Supramolecular copolymers in water are a topic of recent
interest, and the features that control the rates at which they
3053
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